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GVDra (HIP 87576, Vmax = 8:m53, B � V = 0:m42, F2) was between the stars withaurately known position even before the Hipparos mission so it was inluded in theextension of the Fifth Fundamental Catalogue (Oja 1985; Frike et al. 1991). Hipparossatellite disovered that GVDra is an elipsing binary and it is listed in the Hipparosatalogue (ESA, 1997) as an unsolved EA variable.Here we present the results of regular photometri monitoring in B and V bands thatspanned 122 nights between Marh 1998 and September 2000. We observed from a privateobservatory near Cembra, Italy. The instrument was a 28-m Shmidt{Cassegrain Cele-stron telesope equipped with Opte SSP5 photometer and standard B and V �lters. Thediaphragm had the size of 77 arse, and usual exposure time was 10 seonds. HD162131(HIP 86982, V = 7:m60, B � V = 0:m16, A2) was hosen as a omparison and HD162035(HIP 86955, V = 8:m27, B � V = 0:m03, A0) as a hek star.All the observations were orreted for atmospheri extintion and olour orretionsand the instrumental di�erential magnitudes were transformed into standard UBV sys-tem. The variable, omparison and hek stars are very lose to eah other so the atmo-spheri orretions were rather small. Altogether we obtained 228 observations in the Band 371 in the V band. Typial error of the B and V magnitudes is 0:m01. The lighturves of GVDra in eah band as well as the B�V olour variations are shown in Fig. 1.Expanded plots around primary and seondary elipse are shown in Fig. 2.The ephemeris for GVDra, estimated on the base of our B and V photometri obser-vations is: Min: I = HJD 2451738:411 + 23:d85433� E:�5 �3The B and V light urves show that the depths of the elipses are remarkably di�erent.The estimated values are 0:m58 and 0:m28 for the primary and the seondary minimarespetively. The duration of the primary elipse is about 11.5 hours. The seondary onelasts signi�antly longer, about 19 hours. The system is detahed with both omponentswell inside their Rohe lobes. The position of the seondary minimum at phase 0.736indiates a onsiderable eentriity of the orbit (e > 0:38).
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Figure 1. Light urves of GVDra in B and V �lters for the estimated period of 23:d85433. The bottompanel gives the B � V olour variations.

Figure 2. Expanded view around the primary and seondary elipses in the V band.
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The high orbital eentriity makes GVDra an interesting target for further spetraland photometri observations in order to determine the physial parameters of this elips-ing system.The data are available upon request from dallas�inwind.it.
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